In animal and plant taxa where parents deposit an oversupply of eggs/neonates into a spatially restricted 'nursery', intense sibling competition commonly results. An inversion of Hamilton's rule identifies the theoretical lower limit for how an individual in a sexual species ought to favour its own welfare over that of its close kin in such an ecological squeeze. A broad array of behavioural and life-history phenotypes appears to have evolved, at least in part, for dealing with close kin as serious competitors. We have recently summarized the theory and empirical data addressing both sibling competition and parentoffspring conflict (Mock & Parker 1997, The Evolution of Sibling Rivalry), and here present a précis that aims both to give a quick overview of that fuller treatment while allowing us to update the book's literature review with a few late-breaking findings.
I
n the three decades since Hamilton's rule first became part of the theoretical landscape of animal behaviour, its principal impact has been in shaping our view of phenotypic altruism. This is as it should be, because the main issue confusing biologists 30 years ago concerned where natural selection was most potent. Altruism provided the natural phenotype test for resolving the issue: classical 'group selection' saw no problem with selfsacrifice and reproductive restraint, while 'individual/ genic selection' predicted that genotypic altruism should not exist. Inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton 1963 (Hamilton , 1964a revealed a simple way for some behavioural traits that seemed altruistic to be evolutionarily stable. Specifically, the tidy Hamiltonian inequality (br c>0, where b and c are the marginal 'benefits' and 'costs' to the fitnesses of performer and recipient, respectively, of a social act, and r is the 'coefficient-of-relatedness' between these two players) set the evolutionary upper limit for nepotism (for a general review, see Grafen 1984) .
Rather less widely appreciated is that Hamilton's rule simultaneously defined an evolutionary lower limit for selfishness; acting in one's own interest is to be expected whenever Hamilton's inequality is not satisfied. The existence of a lower limit for altruistic behaviour is frequently irrelevant because most animal activities have little or no impact on kin; one does not need inclusive fitness theory to understand that behavioural traits should be generally self-promoting. But limits on the conditions under which selfishness should be expressed become important whenever clusters of close genetic relatives confront acute resource shortages. When parents confine eggs or neonates in a discrete 'nursery' (Fig. 1) , conditions for extreme competition among very close kin are routinely met, and natural selection can be expected to have forged some rather nasty behavioural resolutions. It follows, then, that a very broad array of nursery taxa should manifest some of the clearest systems for studying how direct and indirect components of inclusive fitness are balanced.
We have modified a framework originally sketched by O'Connor (1978) to identify three distinct 'social dimensions' within a simple family of a sexual species. First, there is the relationship between two adults; it may be as brief as the mating act itself or may endure for the remainder of the adults' lives. Sexual partners are usually not closely related to one another, so the degree to which they subsequently cooperate (if at all) is typically sustained by factors other than Hamilton's rule. The second social dimension is between siblings that may be either concurrent or noncontemporaneous occupants of a nursery. Relationships within this axis are typically affected strongly by the coefficient-of-relatedness, which is usually either 0.50 (diploid full-siblings) or 0.25 (halfsiblings), but may also be influenced by factors other than
